
Harry Potter - So, in the video I am sitting in my room with my Gryffindor sweater and 
mug, Hogwarts Express socks, with Hedwig’s theme playing in the background…


I was introduced to the films as a kid, but couldn’t watch past the third one without 
getting scared. In middle school I loved to watch them over and over again to see the 
parallels and small details that were in them. 


I never read often and when I did I made sure it had lots of pictures, although when I 
was in 6th grade I was diagnosed with dyslexia, When I was a junior in High School, 
my mom introduced me to audible and gave me the British edition of the Harry Potter 
book collection so I could listen to it and follow along. The story and my ability to retain 
the information this way is what got me back into reading, so Harry Potter will always 
have a spot in my heart. 


While reading/listening to it I fell in love with characters that were not in the movies, 
such as Peeves the Poltergeist and Winky the house elf. It was also easier to 
understand Harry's reasoning behind certain scenarios because the reader is able to 
read how he is feeling and know what he is thinking, compared to watching him make 
reckless decisions on the television screen. 


It difficult to choose a favorite moment, but my all time favorite line in the movies is 
during the first Quidditch lesson after Harry decided to chase Draco up in the air, with 
Hermione’s relatable line of “What - an - idiot…” which we have all thought to 
ourselves at one point or another. 


I have taken many house quizzes, My potter more result says that I am a Gryffindor but 
I have received Hufflepuff on some Buzzfeed quizzes as well. I find the Ilvermony 
houses to be a little less bias because they are different mixtures of the Hogwarts 
houses so none of them are considered bluntly evil, like Slytherin. 


In all honesty, I read the cursed child when it came out and loved it at first, then over 
time I began to see plot holes in its story and started to reject the idea of it. BUT I am 
so excited to see where the fantastic beasts series is going to go. Since we know the 
characters and how they are perceived in Harry’s story, so it will be interesting to see 
the paths they take to get to that point. 


The idea of death in HP is a reassuring theme, which I like since during this life we are 
battling death everyday with out truly realizing it, of course since it is a book it must be 
somewhat over dramatized for the point to come across. 


During the first book/movie I see harry as a bit of an Alice, mainly due to the fact that 
he is trying to understand (along with the reader/watcher) of what this world is about, 
of course nearing the end harry has to face a threat that will reoccur in later books/
movies where as Alice when a threat faces her just grows in size and then wakes up 
from her dream. 




I find it easy to relate to the characters in Harry Potter because they are all somewhat 
different from each other, if you like odd things you can befriend Luna, if you believe in 
tradition you can side with Draco, if you just like to mess around you can pull pranks 
with the Weasley twins. There are also some redeeming moments from character arcs 
more in the books, especially with Aunt Petunia and Dudley. 


Aunt Petunia is nasty and rude to Harry throughout the whole adventure, during the last 
interaction between Harry and her, they are standing in the empty living room since 
they are moving out, and she tells harry that he did not just lose his mother that she 
lost a sister too. Which puts all of her actions into a different light, NOT that it was by 
means any better, just interesting to see it from her point of view. 


During that same time, Dudley came up to Harry to say goodbye and tells him that he 
isn’t a waste of space, when rereading it, in scenes before there is a cold cup of tea left 
outside Harry’s room, which harry thought was warning to Dudley that harry was about 
to enter so he could leave, when it was truly a kind gesture from Dudley as an offer of 
peace. 


(Then I show Harry Potter und der Stein die Weisen, which is the first Harry Potter but 
in German to help me learn German better…. although it is NOT going well.)


So I guess I love the Harry Potter series due to its intricate story line filled with details 
that can keep a reader intrigues for repetitions readings to come. 


